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June 6, 1968 
NOTE OF INTEREST - AS-205/101 
Two items of interest concerning the Temp Gaut· n which occurred during 
the AS-205 sims on May 28, 1968: 
1. The astronaut malfunction procedures indicate that the reset 
1 button on the DSKY should be presse in an attempt to clear 
~ the indication. This is erroneous since the reset button will 
not clear the Temp Caution indication. The only thing, aside 
~\ ~ from an additional malfunction, which will clear this indication 
~ is a return to normal of the IMU Temp Within Limits signal. 
2. The G&N System is designed such that IMU Temperature Within 
Limits signal is wired directly to an "or" gate in the CMC, 
the other input to the gate being Channel 11 bit 4 set. The 
output of the "or" gate controls the DSKY relay circuit which 
operates the Temp Caution light. This means that either the 
Temp Out of Limits (inverse of Temp Within Limits, a logic 11 111 ) 
or Channel 11 bit 4 set will cause the light to come on··. This 
was not the case in the sim of May 28. It appears that the 
CMS is configured so that only Channel 11 bit 4 operates the 
Temp Caution. 
FC35:RA.Precourt:san 
"""'""'' =:'. ] ;? ~ ~ -




1 Abnormal :_j •DIRECT 












FORM 2997•E New 11·87 
RCS - on (up) 
• Counter SC rotes 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 
Can SC be stabilized 
YES 
•Counter SC rotes 
•DIRECT RCS - OFF 
ecb DIRECT RCS--
(2) - open 
• Stab iTfz'e"SC 
•RHCs neutral 
•SCS CHAN (4) -
v 
-
4 I Isolate affected 
quads 
• Prplnt isolation 
vlvs - OFF 
(axis of rotation) 
ROLL - ALL 
PITCH - A&C 
YAW - B&D 
~ YES l,lHOT SHORT IN· 
I Rotes build up ? i--+F--JDIRECT SYSTEM 
•Turn propellant 
isolation vlvs on 
singly to deter-




I YES .. ~ SC cont? CMC G&N 
SCS OR THC CW 




control led by? 
Maneuver I YES 
command.J? ~..:..:.----------, 
RCS FAILED ON 
scs 
YES 
YES . I SCS 
Q1] 
RCS FAILED ON 





~---,c--~ OSCILLATING AND 
NO DIVERGING 
Unexpected I YES Um 
translation? a- 3 4 
RATE CMD 
ROUTINE 
1 March 1968 
YES I G&N 
TI.TI 
RCS FAILED ON 
YES 
YES "WN 



















Change Date · ________ _ 
··'"~ 
#~ 
--- ., ~ 






























RCS - on (up) 
• Counter SC rates 
'! SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 









trans lat ion? 
1 March 
SMZA-03-SC 10 1-(2) 






2 Isolate direct 
•scs CHAN (4) -
.!!,_or l_ 
•Counter SC rates 
•DIRECT RCS - OFF 
• cb DIRECT RCS--
(2) - open 
• Stab illi"eSC 
•RHC's neutral 



























HOT SHORT IN 
DIRECT SYSTEM 
SC cont? CMC 
4 Isolate af.fected 
quads 
• Prplnt isolation 
vlvs - OFF 
{ax1s of rotation) 
ROLL - ALL 
PITCH - A&C 
YAW - B&D 
•Turn propellant 
isolation vlvs on 
singly to deter-




RCS FAILED ON 
SCS OR THC CW scs 
RCS FAILED ON 
G&N 
1 
RCS FAILED ON 





















#,J.r, ~ ,Ice-# .... 
.;-s-A-- '-;ct ~-~ 










In put chan check 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• CMC MODE---
FREE 
• SCS/HAND CONT 
PWR - BOTH 









• ~gtf ~AN A/C 
• cb SCS &-ROLL 
2 MN A -2e!Q 
• SCS CHAN BID i9}L -~ th,u 
NO 




~ :g~~ -; 17~; 
+ PITCH (o X 776 
- PITCH 5 X 775_ 
+ YAW 4 773 
- YAW J 767 
TRANSLATIO 
+X <,. 
- X 5 













FAILED ON (A40R C3 IF PITCH) ______ -..!. 
(BJ OR D4 IF YAW) 
DRIVER 
FAILED ON 
(Bl OR B2) 




T roub I eshoot 
quad D 
• cb SCS BID ROLL rY'-'E"S'--- I 
2MNA-.J""2 
• cb SCS RID ROLL 
l MNA-~ 
REMARKS 
0 An RI of I . ,7777 indicates commands into CMC. no Jet 
0 Direct switch · 
still functiona~s 1;;:fected RHC 
mand with fail~d RHC rat.e com -
possible wh n 
sti
ll closed in sae breakout switches 
RHC. (Han;ceo~;;:l by operable 
operable RHC.) power at 
G)opening th will d ' bl e appropriate SCS ch 
for al~s:ut: a ~tir of thrusters 
coi operation. 
• SCS CHAN BID NO ROLL -A then Qffr _________ _.J 
Jet fires? 
B~a~s~i~c~D:a:t~e~-~~:::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::~=~i==~------------L ___________ j 
FORM 2991-E Now 1'-~ ______ _ 
Change Date ------ Page 
SM-2A-1534A 





















~ ,e,..,•s~ & ,.~,;i1ei11,1e,i 





A fected axis roll? 
YES 
•SCS CHAN A C 
ROLL - OFF 
• SCS CHAN B/ D 
ROLL -A 
ocb SCS B/ D ROLL 
MNA-~ 






• SCS CHAN 
8/ D ROLL 
- B 







APOLLO OPERATION ~ 
PROCEDURE 
\..(i) 
4''~ Input chan check 
. i1mz (4) _ EJ a... • I 
•SC CONT-~--
o CMC MODE - £BU. 
• SCS HAND CONT PWR BOTH 
• VllNI0E 
31E ~ 
RHC - CMD + & - ,... tlli -- I • Verify Rl re_9dout +ROLL W,57 -PITCH 
-ROLL :57 +YAW 




• RHC - CMD + & -
(in axis) 
• Verify R 1 readout 
+ PITCH 00005 
- PITCH 00012 
+ YAW 00120 
- YAW 00240 
14 • cb SCS 
PITCH (YAW) 
• SCS ~HNAAN-plffif 
(YAW) -A 







• SCS CHAN 
B/D ROLL 
- B 









15 • SCS CHAN 
PITCH (YAW) NO 
- j_ 








0 Affected thruster lost !or all auto 
coil operation. 
0 Assumes B/ D Rollie suspected. 
For troubleshooting AC Roll, 
replace all r e fer ences to B/0 
withA/C. 
0 CMC RCS operation lost for 
affected thrusters , 
0 Direct unaffected but affected axis 
lost for all auto coil operation. 
SM-2A-1602 











~ IBAIUlE & ,1AVl8iln'ION 
YES 
19 Troubleshoot 
sus ected chan 
•SCS CHAN A C 
ROLL - O FF 
•scs CHAN B/ D 
ROLL - .8 
ocb SCS B/ D ROLL 
MNA-~ 
ocb SCS BD ROLL 2 
MNB - open 





• SCS CHAN 






SMZA-03-SC 10 1-(Z) 




o CMC MODE - ml 
• SCS HAND CONT PWR BOTH 
•VllN I0E --
31E . t::'\ 
RHC -CMD + &- t-,/ ~
-- I •Verify Rire dovt 
+ROLL 757 -PITCH 
- ROLL ':!7 +YAW 




• RHC - CMD + & -
(in axis) 
• Ve rify R 1 readout 
+ PITCH 00005 
- PITCH 00012 
+ YAW 00120 
- YAW 00240 
Rl correct? 
YES 
14 • cb SCS 
PITCH (YAW) 







16 • scs CHAN 
PITCH(YAW) 
- B 





• SCS CHAN 
B/D ROLL 
- B 




• Verify R 1 readout 
(AC) 00120 
+ ROLL (BD) 00005 
(AC) 00240 
- ROLL (8D 00012 
R l correct? YES 
15 • SCS CHAN 
PITCH (YAW) NO 
- .D. 
• RHC - CMD + & -
in a xis 




Change Date ________ _ 
neuvers within s 
~ 
0 Use alternate RHC. For fail e d 
RHC, attitude hold w1affec ted, but 
f f' e m:::~1 acc;n;~:·1:~~ i;ir:~: 
unaffected but BMAG caging signal 
lost, 
0 RCS thrusters controHe P by 
affected channel lost for CMG 
manual modes. 
0 Affected thruster lost for all auto 
coil operation. 
0 Assumes B/D Roll is suspected. 
For troubleshooting AC Roll, 
replac e all references to B/D 
withA/C. 
G) CMG RCS operation lost for 
affected thrusters. 
0 Direct unaffected but affected axis 
l ost for all auto coil operation. 
SM- 2A-1602 













c.o N'TlLO '- Po ciJl=12-
A?" e,CTT'tl ? 
-c 
C. bRI ~ ,tlC... 








-!:4l. A. 4 
'(ts ·r 
\ I 
\ I ' 









77 indicates no 
An R l o~~~ds to CMG. input co 
lost. SGS MIN 









""" ft THC Troubleshooting Routine 
Basic Date 
SMZA-03-SC 101-(Z) 
,APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
In ut check 
IR-E€f PCS m~ 
• SCS CHAN (4) - OFF 
• SC CONT-~ 
• CMC MODE - FREE 




• THC-CMD + & - ; 
• VERIFY 
PROCEDURE 
CMC QUAD FAIL 
.. . 
NO 12 Output chon check 
~ •VIINl0E Translation 
direction X? 
YES 
Output chon C, ........ 
• SCS CHAN (4) - QEf 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• CMC MODE - £Kil 
• RHCs & THC -~ 




•THC-Cmd + & - (in axis) 
• Veri:y YR 1 reod;~;20 / 




15 •MANATT (3) - NO 
Mlli...lMf , __ ... -
• SC CONT - fil 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
A or 8 
• THC-CMD + & -
MIN IMP cmd check 
• MIN IMP CONT -
CMD +' & - in axis 
• VERIFY Rl readout 
+ ROLL XXX57 
- ROLL XXX37 
+ PITCH XXX76 
- PITCH XXX75 
+ YAW XXX73 
YES 
In axis 
• SCS CHAN - A 
• RHC-CMD + &-
Motion normal ? 
NO 
7 • SC CONT - SCS 
- YAW XXX67 
•M.A.N ATT -~ (in axis) 1-----i-~--i 
CMC QUAD FAIL 
•RHC-CMD + & - (in axis) 
YES 






Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Translat.ion Jost in CMG modes 




If hand control power not at 
BOTH, one RHC will also be 
lost. 
Affected thruster lost for all 
auto coil operation. 
An R l of XXX77 indicates no Ml 
input commands to CMC. 
0 CMC MIN IMP lost. SCS MIN 














Lj-1 l:l/- Y ~L 
•5 --
SMZA-03-SC 10 1-(2 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HJ 
SYMPTOM PROCEDURE 




7 CMC s 
•Perform Ci 
check (SSI 
Self test C 









Both ISS It on? 















Basic Date Change Date ________ _ 
FORM 2997•E New I 1•61 
2 
0 Complete identification of sub-
sequent failures impossible. 
Partial identification from 
DSKY status lights. /"I 
0 Subse quent 1SS maUunctior4i'bdica-
tions from unaffected 155 light. 
0 15S mal!unction indication lost 
from this warning light, 
0 PIPA failure during AVG will cause an 15S light which will be 
extinguished at tl1e termination 
of AVG. 0 cMc monitor ~and control of both 
TVC and entry lost. 
0 Affects issuance of an 15S light 
command. 
0 Subsequent indications of an 155 
failure lost, 
U may be used as a total_ atJi-
dc reference only. _.., 'CM<:4l.~ lJ 
I 'N"fl".t,fl',CJ!i' 
L"> .-; I 
( ¢.I CcM 
(""'I,.,_,• 
SM-2A-1604 





















dout indicates no CMC 0 This RI rea CMC, 
FAIL signal to . 
alfunction ind1 -0 Subsequent ~;;£:cted CMC light , cation from 
. ot accept inputs, 0 1( DSKY will n 'multaneously 
tart by s1 
force .a r~ESET and MARK 
~i;Js;~~ pb' s, 
0 ~11 CMC fun'ctions lost, 
dition could have 0 Transic~t c~:er CMG or C/W existed m cit 
· system, 
-d.vtEc~CLT ~ _...., 
~ 
o/J ~~vc.--J 
. entification of sub-0 Complt~te id 'mpossible, t failures l 
sequ~.~ identification from /"\ 
~;~t~a status lights. 
alfunctiori:Ji.dica-0 Subseque::,t ~~f:cted 15S light. tions fro 
Hon indication lost 0 ISS mal:unc ning light, from this war 
during AVG will 0 PIPA failure . which will be 
caus e an ISS l~g!,~e tl!rmination 
extinguished a 
of AVG. ·tor and control of both 0 MCmon1 C d ntry l ost , TVC an e 
of an ISS light 0 Affects issuance 
command. . an JSS 
















FORM 2997-E New 1 l - 61 








so-~ M---=~"' runn,ng? 
RESTART It off? 
YES 
13 • Simultaneous! 
push-RESET and 
MARK REJ 
RESTART It ofVi 
r-----r----.---:~ ............ ----
1 Attempt reset 
,_._ _ __,J--.~R-SE_T_p_b~--P-U-SH---1----INO 
TRACKER It OFF? 
YES 
TRACKE~ It on 
both DSKYS? Rl? 
NO 









i--'O_r---{ ,, l 
14 I 
avail able from unaffected DSKYr 
only. 






FORM 2991 - E New I 1•57 
SMZA-03-SC 101-(Z) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDB OOK 
Attempt reset 
1-1--...,f-• -'R-SE_T_p_b.;. __ P_U_S_H--1----l,NO 

























• RSET pb - M.!:i 
eRealign IMU {P51 etc) 
Ar 
YES NO 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
G) This Rl readout indicates IMU 
temp within limits . 
G) All IMU temp. abnormal indic~ 
tion§. _lus t. "Tl:.I'\ p "'VAH./\BLE: 
1"C()K t'\Gt='N O'-J'-"'f 0 IMU t e mp abnormal indication 
available from unaffected DSKY. 
0 Transient abnormal condition, 
0 Asswnes normal operation of 
No . l FDA! has been verified . . 
~--""'""')""'"'''""''"'"'_.,,.,ssa.-i;,~1>11 
@ !MU unusabl e 
0 IMU in_ coarse align and must be 




? 0 Restarts at a higher rat e than N / /~ 
AQ p J e ( ms will trigger CMG 
light. Restarts at/ a rate hi~he r ff~,.'\, \ /'?J4,1t:C 
than 06 Pl 1 I &r will sustain 
CMG light. 
0 Restart indication available from 
unaffected DSKY. 
0 Recurring res)t[.i,S.~ rate 
insufficient tJ"~~ li~ht. 
0 AU CMG functions l ost. 
• f 
0 Lig.ht significant only ~uring 
optics use . 
0 Tracker abnormal indications 
available from unaffected DSKY 
only. 
0 All tracker abnormal indicat ions 
lost. 
0 Tran J ient abnormal condition. 
Q Use alternate !MU alignment 
program (P53 and P54). I SS and 
CMG unaffected. 
SM-2A-1605 
Page ______ _ 
8 












APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
Change Date ______ _ 
• .. ! 














If· ►I • V05N09E (U 
neceuory) 
• Record aim code 
YES . 2 'Corppore DSKY's I NO 
YELLOW 
12 Alarm Codes Py "''c<. 
/' 
~ •RSETpb-~ 
• Perform Procedure 
for displa yed 
aim 
YES 
' CMC INTERNAL . I I 00205 I I • "1 PROBLEM I Pl SSR-1 ../-/0l th 






/ I 00211 I 
Coarse Align Error 
00212 








CMC Se°LF TEST 
3 I • Cont inue Cll ign 
• Record gyro 




Jrr, -/.,r ~ <., 
t1 1 ,.,,.-
• Perform fine 
align c heck 




Basic Dat e Change Date ________ _ 
l'dRM 2097- E New J 1• 67 
REMARKS 
0 Program alarms a r e o{ 3 classes: a . Main alarm - Alarm code 
displayed. Prog1>am hilts 
awaiting crew action. 
b. Side a l arm - Alarm code not 
displayed. Program 
continues, 
c. Restart alarm - Alarm code 
not displayed. Program 
executes a restart. 
CMC can store mul tiple alarms . 
First alarm appears in Rl; 
second in RZ; last in R3. A4 in 
A or RJ indicates more than 
3 alarms . 
(":;"\ Pro_gram a l.arm indication avail-
\:.,J aQl e from other DSKY. 
t';'\ All program a larm indications 
\::_,,/ lost , 
(7\ Assumed to have occurred with- · 
'-.;.,/ out an ISS light. 
0 00211 will only occur during 
coarse alignment, either by 
an alignment program or by 
DSKY command (V4 I N20) . 
(D !MU must be aligned by an align-
ment prog i. _e .• by gyro torquing 
r athei; than ~oarse align. 
- 2A-l606 






• 01105 l • RSET pb -push 
f~~~~~~~~~~~~, -t--i-j:::::;:Alarm reoccur-,?- YES 
























•Continue normo I 
operation 
Basic Date 
FORM 2997 •£ New 11•67 
SMZA-03-SC 101-(2) 







FL V05 NOi 
Record 
5 
Rl - {Na. of cells) 
R2 • (Bank Na.) 
ecord 
R l • (ERCOUNT) 
R2 • (SCOUNT) 
RJ - (SCOUNT + l) 
05 N09E 
Verify aim 01102 
05 NOBE 
Record: 
R l • (ALMCADR 
SCOUNT? 
00004 
If SCOUNT is, 
00001 - CMC 
suspect 










R l • {SKEEP 7) 




•Terminate use of 
CMC 
•Repeat step 7 until 
R2 is 43, then 
terminate (V34E) 
9 •Transmit Bank 
Na. (R2) to 
MSFN 
•PRO 
• Repeat step 7 until 
R2 is 43, then 
terminate (V34E) 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Downlink data transmitted at 
time of alarm may not be 
correct. 
Updata must b e manually 
verified or loaded. 
0 Per1orm subsequent CMC 
ground updates by voice link. 
0 Upl_ink data being sent when 
. alarm occurred should be 
retransmitted. 
r --· ~ w,i'J -3 ' 





i 1c;~ . ct.a~ 
~ 
roblem is C~C control 
problem (0000 I) or special 
register or cent ral problem 
(00002). 
( ® Problem is in fixed memory. 
© 
I 
RZ = 0000 l for 3 5 -45 MSEC 
R2 = 00002 for ""20 SEC 
RZ = 00003 for ""7 SEC 
RZ = 00004 for ""43 SEC 
SM-2A-1607 
Page ______ _ 
\"_3 A.-~ lSOLA_TIO 0 
, r;:e,. ~ I) l""t'C.." - l'\.f.J />I --; 
c,pe-,J ( t=-AJ Lell;:, o,v 
J'=.0.NL-y~ . 
• sc::.s C.H-A- AJ -
t-\\..lF A'; oe-c4-) 
p ( , r,:- C 4- o IZ !)) 





o" ' . \.-f'"' ~' 
00 
~ 
·-·· :.: ·-f I 
IMU Not Opr w;,h.. I 
Tum on Req TBD 
Cl[JliiVFi iW5 •ttJ 
•r ~ 01105 ~ I "'h. " b__J DOWNLINK FAILED 
DownHnk Tilost NO 
1 ------ •Terminate • 01407 thrusting 
• RSET pb - push 
VG Increasing 1 • Check orbi'ior" 
porometers and 
initiate orbit I change torget;ng I 
,} 014l9 J .. ond thrust os 
I necessary 
















> G ,,... 
R_2~ 5? 
YES 









RI - (ERCOUNT) 
R2 - (SCOUNT) 
R3 - (SCOUNT + 1) 
05 N09E 
Verify aim 01102 r-.. ·-Gid .. r~;c~~~E 




If SCOUNT ;., 
00001 - CMC 
suspect 











R 1 - (SKEEP 7) 




•Terminate use of 
CMC 
Show BANKSUM L____,J--1 
check 





Rl - (No. of cells) 
R2 - ~_n_k No,l 
NO 
•Repeat step 7 until 
R2 is 43, then 
terminate (V34E) 
9 l•Tronsmit Sank 
No. (R2) to 
MSFN 
•PRO 
•Repeat step 7 until 
R2 is 43, th~n 
terminate (V34E) 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Downlink data transmitted at 
time of aJarm may not be 
correct. • 
Updata must be manually 
verified or loaded. 
0 Per.form subsequent CMG 
ground updates by voice link. 
0 Uplink data being sent when 





0 Problem is in erasable 
memory. 
H'"'X' ~i!t~~ 
roblem is CMC control 
roblem (0000 l) or special 
egister or central problem 
(00002). 
c; 
0 Problem is in fixed memory. 
0 
I 
R2 = 00001 for 35-45 MSEC 
R2 = 00002 for "'20 SEC 
R2 = 00003 for "'7 SEC 











-1.t ' . 11~ ~ , ~ SMz.A-03-SC 101-(2) 
~ • - APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
-SIIIDAb!CF i NAVIOATION 
I ROLL I CMC I l I Rotutlon? ~Y_E_s ____ 2~J A,ds? ~ I , 
C 1C.. Jt=r ~l~i>::-,-O-A--,-N-,0,--~ 
I 
1 PITCH o,-(j'\ YAW '-;-,I q) 
~--------- I l:J Translotlon Jet determination 









c_ nl I ooo20• ' oa 
~
/,II,"~- 00040• I ~ D4 
,•I" 00100• Y B3 -1, -
I 
~~~ :1 ~• D3 f:73 
4 I Jet determination 
6uTPUT I~ 
( _CHAN 61 DIR q • JEIJ 
00001.• I• , Bl 
00002• 82 
00004• DI 
00005 81 , DI 
00010• D2 

























't,;7737 4 00240 - \ t: '7767 
.( f I ~-------:.%>~=-, ~ '--_- ~------7--J-e,-d-et-em-'-loo_t_loo-+------, 
~ J l..i 6 I ;., determlootlon 00TPUT 
,~- ~~~ 
f l "' OUTPUT INPUT -' CHAN 6 DIR , JET ;iz'HAN 31 t-V IN 00006 -Z ~l, D2 l,:i~777 
V 0001 ( +Z Bt, D1 'I- 777 
00140 -Y A2,CI r,t. 6777 0 I 00220 +Y Al,C2 "7377 
00006 ·(2J) 













r ll 7677 1- 7577 } 7577 f.. 7677 7677 
:.'I 
,__! ______________ __, 
I '-'--'=~~=-t4-RO_L_Li~1 ~'~?~ ,,. ___________ ~ 
1 
9 I Initiate DAP load , u-rr=a-··r~ 
I 
•Y4BE IA-,. •':><1r<F~!...' f 
FLV04 N46 I N 
•V24E 
PITCH or YAW I A~ Foiled jet In quod? ~ D 
12 Initiate OAP load 
• V48E 
FL\I04 N46 
• V2. :Z..IE: 
I 
10 J A (C) lsolotlon 
I • cb SCSAC ROLL I (AC ROLL 2) 
( ~NA - op,1/ , 
RC6 f'AI \..\;\) o,J --,z--< V. SC CHAN c' 
O"'-'l..'1' I •I~~ 
• o'i'h ff" 
o \6Cl>E ~ • PRO 








11 8 (D) isolation 
• cb SCS bd ROLL I 
(BD ROLL 2) 
P. \s~t;~a--
ROLL- A 
• 1~:-,wfE r: 
• i111rr' 
• PRO 




- FL V06N48 
• PRO 
( 
13 A (C) isal'atian 
• cb SCS PITCH 
l.l MNA-~ \ 
1,---scs CHAN PITCH 
A (if jet is A4 or 
- C3) 
! (if jet is A3 or 
C4) 
• IOIXtE IOI t): E 
• 111T'ft 
• PRO 
ecb SCS YAW MNA 
"f, ~~ITTHAN YA')-
A (if jet is 63 or 
D4) 
,!(if jet is B4 or 
D3) 
•IIClM - IIO'De E 
• 11ffi~ 
• PRO 
Change Date ________ _ 






In R l , ~ is OAP deadband 
0 - o. 5 D 
l - 5. 0° 
A' is the OAP rate 
f. 0 - o. 05°/sec 
I - O. 20°/sec 
2-0. 5°/sec 
3 -·4 . 0 °/sec 
In RI, lf'B.s quads A/C for X 
translation: 
0 - FAIL A /C 
l - USE A /C 
In RI, ft"c_is quad B/0 fo r X 
translation 
0 - FAIL B/ 0 
I • USE B/Q 
INt. 2
1 
P.. •~ l?.OI,,J,. S~ 
o- uec-'o/'J> 
,- ut.t. NC 
0 Translation (Y or Z) will be 
single jet and result in 
excessive RCS prplnt 
consumption. 
0 Rotations {pitch or yaw) will be 
single jet. X translations will 
be Z jet. 
0 N47 and N48 display other OAP 
parameters assumed to be 
correct. 
SM-2A·1608 
Page ______ _ 
--+----- .. 
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OW'l6 17511 A, C 
1')1Jl0•1 A 
OOOH 11"11 A, C oc-,iz 17115 A, C 
1)._~I'.)• tl 
«~t)• 0 
0'..'~00· " G 
DOl2iJ mn a. o 
00!4~ 11!,1/ 8, 0 
C()Ll6 l/j/1 A, 8, C, 0 
002(-l• . 8 
()IJ;>2V 11m R, 0 
~O.:Jl 11m A, 8, C, 0 
~40 1/707 8. D 
O(>:x)I • n 
/l-10)'J 0 
('J."l<l• D 
i)OO)'j im, B,O 
l;lt:\t~ um B, LJ 
C,J(l!Q• u 
OOJIJ 15177 8, D 
1,101:.t rm, B, 0 
~l~• A 
l\.'. ;.'!(1~ A 
'tf11:1• C 
!lit120 . irm A, C 
U!;l4~ ' l6177 A, C 
l>!:00• C 















1, 7, ~.! .. 
6,5 













• 1J, 15 
!b, 15 ·~ 
ll, 1,1 
lb, 14 
6 - •·; ~r,;-cCia. 
PROCTDUR! 
I ROTATION TRANSLATIOS CQMMAN9f0 COh'.MAN~lD 
• PI TCH 
I 
I ·X 12 J!TI 
•X 12 JF.TI 
·PITCH 
+YAl'I 
·X 12 JEn 
·X M JCTI 
•X (2 }£.'l'l 








I ·Y I •Y 
•RC!.!. IACI 
u ,r ;-iul: iri ·., 
.. 
,. ·i 























1 · 10 
l ! I 
• 
JET FA1l£0 ON7 
NO 
!/ 
r A/WilE OCCURS 
IN SCS CONH 
NO 
INITIATF. OAP LOAD 
• V411E 
Fl V0-1 N46 
• v1.:r 
l'll'IIIICH OUM IS JET 
l~P£PMM7 
,---------' A JS l C 
FAil Q~.10 A 1 fAIL QIJl.0 B 
• 10\XYl • IIIJXV E 
•~i!I{ • 11011 E 




_r.f'~) _!'l(U 11.t,P ft\/,D 
It,'""'":' • P1:1! 
l1 ¥ti f\,18 
• P!:O ·, 
.Sc.:.:c 
PROCT OUR( 
ISOLATE fA!UD JtTWITH scs CIIAN sw·, AND scs ca·, 
AS l~UICAT{O l!J FOllOV/ING CHART 
if\lTfRNAT!' M[ft~)O IMPA'?fWlitSISI 
FML£0 J[T or1N ca 
I OR 1 PITCH /,\tiA IM~S) 
3 Ort4 PIJCH l\'.',A , l~:NB) 
50R 6 '(AW M'-:.A . l,•MJ) 
70!l S Y M; f,~:M L\\NB) 
• nR 12 810 ~O.ll l /1.~A l\lN~I 
IOURll I 8/0 110' I 2./.l"A G.\N~I 
IJ (.\fl 16 NC ~I): l I MN,\ ll,INB! 
14 OR I~ kt :w~l 2 Ai~~A (M:1et 
i 
r AIL QU,\O C 
• ?f\'YY ( 
• llll01 ~ 
•f'rltl 
C~/\.~ SW POSITION 
p1rc11 • A IBl 
PlfCII • 8 1/J 
YAW-~ IA) 
YAW· A IOJ 
810 ROLL • A 181 
8/D RCU • A IUI 
AIC l!OU • A 18I 
Ale nOLL • A IBI 
FAIL C'UAO 0 
• urwy [ 
~uun 
• PRO 












THE X IN RI IS 'f}!f CAP O[AOSA.~O: 
0•0.50EC 
l • 5.0-0E~ 
rnE Y IS n1, ~,\TE, 
O • 0. 0$ ~[tJ5EC 
l • 'J. 2 C(C.'SfC 
2 • {)., OEGISlC 
3 " t .. I) 0(/J'SEC 
SUSS(QU!:Y!' X TTl'A~SLA!IQ).'S \'/ILL tE 2 JET 
~11am.1~ENT Pl1CII f,'.A':[UV(r.S W/~L eE SING\£ ,JET. 
Y !RA'15LAT!C'I~ \'Ill!. //OT Ei: C0//'/,,\~(JE0 BY OAP 
. 
s:.ir~roun;:r ~r'-'MA.~c~v[;r~d•11L~: nc 51~mtr . J':'. 
l i~/./4:St.Anms r/llL ~iOT Uf. COi".',i"rit\.".~ i) t'Y :iAr 
i;,:7 :!tu ~CT r11r,A• ormq DAP l'N:,,•,.rn:1~."' 
iilt'.i J•!~t)r.iO!fki M.: 1~U:.~tS \.!!.St :)NO.,",O;...~~ 


















RESTORE ERASABLE M~MQ.q\(~ 
• co·;r1,cr MS~N • 
• • V1~£ l(RA~~~I ( 
DL'',\-P 00,';'ft_ 11.-t"'. I 
• 00 P1 7. Al •,~ClSS,'.llY 
·a;)J:.c: YJ-
I 
RESfARt OAP & 
R6tl 1Alll lS4 ~[f!iMMAT 
· • V.!o( 
O IJO P5I,_ 
\,AS •RfS!I START· 
IN1•!1'lD Iii Vl6? 
"'° 






\ ~:i •-· 
YES 
~ 
MS.>l#I,;.._ OhRAI leN 
, . 
" · v'>. a.. ~l:'J;,rr ,tttn 
© 
S~T tNtilAL.. ' 






T'"$. P'iFH:_ ,!j,A,. .... tL ....... o. 1"1€'Y,:-4w::. JJ..~~-~j-
PAJ~LOAOt) Pr.i.:,\'-,f;_ti?S, -tx~l!"i :t•.tc P~ S,.Jcji ·\t:~• 
TOR, ~1.'i.tt £-f r~u~·tP.tv Uf'!).;~;o RY ?(P.i::Q:~"..•r:.:; :::s 
1t_lE Ci\lC PROGF.J.:,'S IN Tl-l(IP. '.'!P.O~tR S:Ct..£\CE 1'...'.~7 ,~ 
IF TH!: c,•,~<:·HAO JUST s:r•; 71JR'-lf0 0\/ (,';Hr~; !;J,tft~SH 
START OCCURRED. 
E,'(TPm£C \.:ERB 74 ?fR\i:rs :tsn.: 10 fY.M.1 ! "1~ ro:.t P'd~-
TI ... ,~; E~ASASLf LOCA'!O\S lC ;)E~q.,\:\! Ii ~;.f ,,."./..· 
f,it rms \'!£D RELOA:) l ic. 
T\lf OAP IS $Hff C:ff BY A F~f.'.SH STA~T J.:JO !,' JST ct 
R£1~1TJA,[J en1°a 4~. · 
~
. TH. t R!;. FS.'.~.:A.T fLAC IS. RE. S. ,T f,V ,•,_•~.[Sl ST. A~7 1,1, ~i'c 
ST')P.t!l ~lf~:";'.'AT '.l/,( ?,f l'.~101,·;_rt: lr[1E'C~t. t'~O-
. c10.,•: SP:,1 1:~, I)~~ ~,\Vi .. sr ~"t~i-oR•,•u.1. 
Af'. FlAC~'iO~DS ;~'lf fiESEl' !'JY/. ~-~S~ Si A?!., ru,: t''"-l.0-
Pt.~ FLAGS ~.J[ SCi A';A!\ 9Y P:'ffCq,•,~,.l."cC£ N r~:t c1;:, 
?~'tJCR!.','S ": ·r~:: .. M .• s~-c~•~'. 1 •• £.. (l'"i' t, " ·'?( F~·· 
PBCl'IG.1fl_•· 'Z,L. ~LIS- Pif P .... UM ;_ I. f },'' 
1·,w,fv T' "'11··--p ~ · ·o rltflfiEet. o ..... J ... , , ,,t , •,~ 











I • i • 
r 
EB 
~p1.f Gl=l\.!EAAL ANILIW; S FILM C □::lPC~ATIO ,.., CAT. NO. 253-201 ----~~ 
140 \NEST 51 STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10020 
l'lbe~ Ai~~Tc"t) 
p-eo,-,, €0 S5 lAe.so ~ '3 - I -~9 






o DIRECT RCS· ON 
o COU~'11R RAJl:S 
osCS CHAN 141 • Off 













ISOLJ,IT DI RECT 
o SCS CHAN 141 • A OR B 
o COU~TtR SC RATtS 
• DIRECT RCS· Off 
• CB SCS DIRECT RCS !21 • 
OP( N 
<>CB SCS LOGI C PWR l (21 • 
O>'fN 
o CB SCS HEAT PLATE VALVES 
121 • OPEN 
o STABILIZE SC 
<> RHC'S CENTERED 
~ SCS CHAN 141 • OFF 
RATES BUILD UP' 
~ DIRECT RCS 
11 
iu 






LIMIT CYCLE ON YES 
EOG[ OF DEAD BAND? 
NO ,' . 










' \ IS0t..'1l AfftCTID QUADS 
•PROP(lUNJ ISOLATIO~ 
'',llV!S • Off 
A:<IS Of ROJAT IONc 
ROLL· AU 
PITCH·A&C 
Y.',W - B & D 
• TURN PRQP(lUNJ 
ISOLATION VALVES ON 
SINGLY JO DETERMIIE If 
FAILURE IS ISOLATI BLE 
RCS FAILED ON RCS FAILED ON 
scs OR THC'CW 
~ YES• BY CMC? ... 
~ I NO 
12 
















0 APPLIEs'WITH CMC IN FREE MOOE OM.Y 
I ... 
9 . • 
' 
io I 17 
MANEUVER COMMA~DED? YES WITH DIRECT? 
~ 
DIRECT RCS ROUTINE 
NO NO 
1~ 
I "' ~[53 
19 
LIMIT CYCLE ON WITH ACCEL CMD? 
EDG~Of DEADBAND? l l 
L..:..L-J 
RCS FAILED O~ aCCEL CMD ROlJ'r lNE 
NO NO 
~ 21 
DRIFTS OUT OF YES WITH MIN IMPULSE? I YES 
D£J\DBAND? 
' ---
RATE·CMD ROUTINE . , MIN IMP ROUTINE 
NO NO 
~ \., 23 
,._ 
OSCILlATING & DIVERG ING YES IN RATE CMD 
LIM IT CYCLE? 
L..:.......J... 
OSCILLATING & TRaNSLATION 




I L-1...:..J L...L...J 
RATE CMQ ROUT! NE RaTE CM D'ROUTINt • 
E9 
EB 
~j I uc,wc,.,.. .. "'"'"·'"'c"' ,.,._m 1,,,ut<t'Ut<H11urw ·l 
140 WEST 51 STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10020 
RHC & TliC r--:1 o SCS CHANN[L 141 - OFF 
BIO CH£CK o RHC' S & THC - NE UTRAL 
• HANO CONT POWER - son; 
NO o Vil NlO E 
• Jl[ 
X7777 IN Rl? 
YES I 
WAS JET FAILED ON? I UNKN 7 
YES' 
• 'l'AILEO RHC OR TliC? 







• CHECK RI FOR INPUTS 
WHILE MOVING HANO CONT 
RHC, 
+ ROLL X7757 
-ROLL X7737 
+ PITCH X7776 
- PITCH X7775 
+YAW X7773 . 





- y X6777 
+Z X5 777 




ORIGINAL FAILURE IN 
CMC SC CONTROL? 
CMC.JET CMO 
OUTPUT CHECK 
CAT. NO. 253-201 
'FAILED RHC OR THC? 0 xnn IN Rl INDICATE NO HANO COl<TROl COMMANDS. THE FIRST DIGIT !XI INDICATES SC CONTROL AND 
CMC MODE, 
l - CMC FREE MOOE 
THC RHC ; - CMC HOLD 
3 - CMC AUTO 
7 - SCS CONTROL 
ANY OlliER NUMBERS INDICATE MAlFUNCTIQN IN 
MOOE SWITCHING . 
~ ~ . 0 ANY DISPLAY OlliER THAN X7777 INDICATES A HA:10 CONTROL SYSTEM SHORT. REFER TO STEP 2 TO 
THC TROUBLE· RHC TROUBLE- DETERMINE AXIS ANO DIRECTION Of SHORT 
SHOOT ING SHOOTING 






~ I ut:Nt:HAL ANILINt: ta ' t-lLM L;UH..,OHATIUN ·I 
140 WEST 51 STREET. NEW YORK, NEW YORK 1CXJ20 
-1 
1 I 3 
CMC JET AND • ·scs CHANNEL '141 • OFF AFfECITO AXIS ROLL 
OUTPUT CK • CMC MOOl • FREE ORY OR Z TRANS? 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• HA~O CONT POl\£R • BOTH 
• RHC'S & THC'S - 1'£UTRAL 
• V04 N46 E NO 
"'"'"T .. ,,, ,. : Ollll IN R2? 6 PITCH/YAW CHANNEL OK NO • VII NIO E 
• 5[ 
2 j ~ JAP LOAD DODOO IN RI? 
• V48E 
• fl V06 N46 .,,.. f • RfLOAO OAP: 7 RI· lllXX • 
R2 • ll111 WC ROLU.OR • CHECK RI FOR OUTPUTS 
01111 (BIO ROLU WHl,LE MOVING HANO CONT 
• fl V06 N47 . RHC: 
• PRO +ROLL OOJOO 
• FL V06 N48 . + PITCH 00005 
• PRO • PITCH 00012 
+ YAW 00120 
• YAW 00240 - I THC: 
+X 00231 
'. • X 00146 
± y OOJOO 
± z OOJOO 
CHECK OK? 
CMC QUAD FAIL ·.~ 
-,/ 
• 
I I 4 I ROLL CHANNFI CHFCK I ' ... ·- r0 
• VII NIOE 
• 6E ~ 









FAILURE IN CIRCUIT 
BETWl:EN CMC AND OR !VER 
' 
CAT. NO. 253-201 
~ 
• CHECK RI fOR OUTPUTS 
' WHILE MOVING HANO CONT 
RHC, 
• ROLL WCI 00120 
- ROLL (NCI 00240 
+ ROLL I BIOi 00005 
-: ROLL (8/01 00012 
± PITCH DODOO 
















ORIGINAL FAILURE IN L.!:!l.. 
CMC FREE MOOE? 
MIN IMP E5 TROUBLE· SHOOTING PROCEDURE 
10 
•SCS CHAN!INAXISl·AOR B 
•MANATT· MIN IMP 
•SC CONT· SCS 





DR !VER FAILED OFF 
0 A OF R2 INOICATIS ROlL JCT SELECTION 
I· AIC 
Z • 8/0 
0 ANY DISPLAY IN RI OTHER THAN 00000 INOICATIS 
CMC OUTPUT CHANNEL SHORT 
m 
~ 
------v~-: ______ __ ... ____ _....... 
TliC TROU BLE· 
SHOOTING 
PR OCEDURE 




HAND CONT POWER • I 
THC· CMD FALLED DIRECTION 
RI CORRECT? 
+ X . X7677 
• X • X7577 
+ Y. • X7377 
• Y X67-77 
+ Z X5777 
• Z X3777 
YES 
lL 
• HANO CONT POWER -'2 




INPUT TO CMC 




HANO CONT POWER • 2 
X7777 IN RI? 
YES 
THC SYSITM 11 
8/0 SHORT 
THC SYSITM 11 
BIO OPEN 
HANO COITTROL PWR • BOTH 
1. 
THC SYSITM fl_ BIO OPEN 
ORIG FAILURE ON 
CMC SC CONT? 
YES 
• MANATT C RATt CMD 
NO 
• SC CONT· SCS I YES 
• SCS CHAN· A THEN OFF 
· .• :·, 
JETS FIRE? 
~ 
INPUT TO CMC 
SHORTED (FROM.THC) 
·, 
B/0 SHORT IN BOTH . 
THC SYSITMS 
CMC QUAD FAIL 
0 ASSUMES RHC AND THC 8/0 CH(CK HAS BEIN COMPUTtO 
0 UAVE HAND CONT POV>lR SWITCH AT LA ST POSITIOtt ONE RHC DISABLED, HOl'IWER PROPOR TIONAL CONTROi. 
MAY BE USED IF BREAKOUT SW ITCH FOR SM\E 






..., ...... '""~ ... '"'···~•nu;. d ·ru .. M l,,,,UHi"UHl•U IUN 











• ScS CHAN 141 • OFF 
• RHC'S & THC • M'UTRAI. 
• ·CMC MOOE· FREE 
• SC CONT • CMC 




MIN IMP CONTROL SHOR TED 
IN AFFECTED fJ<IS 






ALT RHC • CMO FAILED 
DIRECTI ON 
RI CORRECT? 
+ ROLL X77S7 
• ROLL · X7737 
+ PITCH X7776 
• PITCH X7775 
+YAW X7773 







• CHECK RI FOR INPU TS Y/Hllf· 
MOVING MIN IMP CONTROL, 
• ROLL 77757 
• ROLL nm 
• PITCH T7776 
• PITCH 7777S 
+YAW 777T3 
• YAW 77767 
CHECK OK? 
I NO 
Ml N IMP CONTROL OPEN 
IN AFFECTED AXIS 
HANO CONT POYRR • 2 
Lu 
w 





INPUT TO CMC OPEN 
FROM RHC'S 
BREAKOUT OPEN IN 
ORIGRHC 
CAT. NO. 253-201 
• 
-.::1 
0 ASSUMES INPUT CHAN IIEL CHECK HAS BE[~ COMPU1[0 
0 nm IN RI INDICATES NO MINIMUM IMPULSE 
~ YES · COMMANDS 
~ 
OUTPUT CHAN CHECK 
0 DO NOT USE MINIMUM IMPULSE CONTROl 
0 MI NIMUM IMPULSE CONTROL LOST IN AFFECTED 
DI RECTION O~Y. MAY BE USED IN OTHER fJ<ES A~o · 
I DIRECTION 
·, 
INPUT TO CMC SHOR,:-} G;:J 0 ASSUMES RHC ANO THC 8/0 CHECK HAS BUN COMPLITTO 
IFROM RHC'SI 
- --
·cMC QUAD FAIL 0 LEAVE HANO CONT POl'RR SWITCH AT LAST 
POSITION TO ISOLATE FAIL£D RliC 
<., 
EB 
w 2 l 
r }--
CIW CH[ GK 
C-M C o SC CONT· SCS ' ...llL.., o G&N PW1l - ACl • CO~D 1110~ LAMPS · ON 
CMC LT ON CO NT INUOUSLY? CMC LIGHT IN LES ON? 
I() I Im 
6 
~ 6 I POWE~ UP 
CMC IN STANDBY.? _µlL.. o P£RFOl!M CMC POV/£R UP IPOS I 
CAN CMC BE POll'ER ED UP? 
loo lYES 
(3) 
w . 91 CMC SELF CHECK 
AI-N DSKY STATUS LIGlfrS ON? ~ • PER FORM CMC SELF-TEST !PER SSR-11 






~ LIGHT ON? 
ts RESTART 
1s l DIS PLAY ALARM CODE ' 
o VC!i N09 ( JTI_ 
• PERFORM ACTI ON FOR 
DIS PLJ\YED At:ARM CODE 
RESTAll,T LIGHT ON? 
loo ' 
19 I CMC SELF TEST [2D 
• PERFORM CMC SELF TEST ~ 
UNRELATED DOUBLE· 
PER SSR· l MALFUNCTION, CIW ANO 
PROG ALARM 






~ Cl W FAlliD ~ • P(~fORM CMC SELF-TEST 
ISS ~-11 TO VERIFY CMC 
COND JTlON 
~ © 




~ ·, ~ 




EJ TERMINATE SELF. CHECK 
• V21 N27 E 
• OE 
/ i ( , 
0 
(6) 
' fa I SCALER FAIL CHECK ~ I SCAliR FAIL 
I 
• Vl5 NIO E ~ 
COUNTER FAIL 
• 3E CMC FAIL OR 
I 
DffiCTOR FAIL 
LSD CHANGE EVERY 5.125 SEC? 
YES t 
I YES 
15 I COUNTER [ A IL CHECK ~ 
• EXERCl SE SYSTEM TEST$, ~ 
CMC USE LIMITED AS 
INDICATED BY SYSTEM 
TEST OK? 






SUBS[OUH/T CMC MALFU..cTIO~'S WIU S( Of!l:CTABU 
O)i_Y SY nt: DSKY ·STATUS LIGHTS~ SY THE LES LI CHT 
AU CMC FUNCTIONS LOST 
IF OSKY WILL OOT ACCEPT INPUT S, FORCE A RESTART SY 
SI MU LTANEOUSLY PRESSING MARK RU!:CT ANO RESH -
BUTTONS . 
0 THE TRANSIENT CONDITlONS COULD HAVE EXISTED IN 
EITHER THE CMC OR CIW SYSTEMS 
© THESE CONOI_TIONS CONSIDERED VERY REMOTE 
© COMPUTE IDENTIFICATION OF SUBSEQUENT FAllURES 
IMPOSSIBLE. PARTIAL FAILURE IDENTlflCATION 







J..l • SC C0\11!CX. • SCS ~ 
I 
'-
[ . l • G&N POl'>':R • ACl ~ 1 S S o CO>IDI TI ON LAMPS ON Cl W FAILED j • ESTABtls,H AT! HOlO 
RED 
5011-I ISS LIGHTS ON? 
. YES 
-
21 4 \ DISPLAY ALAR¥ CODE 2..1 
PROG ALARM LIGHT ON? YES • V(Jj NIJ9 E ~ TROUBLESHOOT DISPLAYED 
• G&N POWER OFF ALARM CODE AFJER ISS IS 
ALARM CODE 002(?; OR 00211? CLEARED 
NO 00211 I I 00W 
CD 
I~ 
~ 1\ PI PA FAIL C~ECK ~I PIPA BIAS CHECK 
_YES f-> " VOi NlO E ...:in_ o PERFORM PIPA 8I"-S CHECK 
o :!3E 
IS AVERAGE G ON? 0, 2, 4, 6 IN A OF Rl? ANY REGISTER ZERO OR >TSO? 
~'() loo !NO 
* id . IMU FAIL CHECK 12 • J STA BILITY LOOP CHECK ~ . 
" VO! NlO E ~ • FOA i SEL - 112 -~'() ..... . IMU FAILED -. • 3Cf o Vl6 N20 E 
0, 2, 4, 6INAOFRI FOAi fl & RI; R2, R3 STABLE? 
NO ts 
~ ~ 
.  - CMC INPUT CHANNEL FAILURE . 
. ' J~_ r-----:---·-I ,,- 't 
15 \ ICOU FAIL CHECK ' ( 16 I ICOU READ CONTROL CK l.::J·-
~f-o, • V40 N20 E !ZERO CDU'SI 4- CONTINUE NORMAL 
"' "":"' . N . """F-' 




. - . ~~ - . 
~ 0 / t9I ~ 
• Vl6 N20 E NO ISS MONITOR • ICDU FAILED 
CAf'ABILITY FILLED \ FOAi ll TOT ATTITUDE ANO 





,ill-- PIPA FAILED 
- ~ 
..!£..I 






?IPA FAILURE OUR ING AV!RAG{ C Will CAUSE AN ISS 
LI GHT Y,"tllCH Will S, ()(llkGUISHED ON Tlil: 
TERMl'-ATION Of AVtRAGi C 
CMC MONITOR A~D ,CONTROL Of TVC AND E•'TRY LOST 
AFFl:CTS lHE ISSUANCE OF AN ISS LI GHT COMMAND 
0 IMU MAY BE USED AS A TOTAL ATTITUDE REFl:RENO: 
ONLY 
0 SUBSEQUENT INDICATIONS OF ISS FAILURE LOST 
© SUBSEQUENT INDICATIONS OF ISS FAILURES FROM LEB 
ISS LIGHT •• 
• 
EB 
140 WEST 51 STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YUHK 'IUUc:'.U 
EB 
AffiM PT RESET 
TEMP ~ •R~ 
CONTINUE NORMAL 
OPERATION 
TEMP LIGHT OUT? 
YELLOW 
NO 
l COMPARE DSKYS 
I--' 
TEMP RELAY FAILED 
· IN AFFECTED OSKY 
TEMP- LT ON BOTH OSKY'S.7 
YES 
1 
• VO! NICE (?MC CHANNEL FAILURE 
• 3DE 
4, S, 6, OR 7 IN A OR Rl 7 
YES 
T NOTE, GROSS OFF CHECK 
G&N SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
Will BE UNAFFECTED BY lt,IU 11 FOAi DRIFTING? (COMPARED '· 
TEMP OUT-OF TOLERANCE FOR WITH OR VISUAL CUES?I 
AT LEAST, 
RENDEZVOUS - TBO MIN YES 
ENTRY -TBO MIN 
SPS - TBD MIN 
CRITICAL MANEUVERS CAN BE 
CONTINUED w1,::;N THIS TIME j I 
··, 





IMU TEMP FA ILED 
IMU TEMP SENSOR FAILED 
0 TRANS.IENT ABNORMAL CONDITION 
0 ASSUMES '-ORMAL OP!:RATION Of II FOAi HAS BEEN 
VERIFIED 
0 IMU TTMPERATURE AVAILABLE FROM MSFN 0'4.Y 




~lt:~~ I ut.Nta~AL A N ILINc t> 1-1LM coHPORATIUN 








11 FOAi INDICATES 
MGA 70" 7 





NO ATTITUDE LIGHT ON? 
IMGA > 85' I 
NO 
.J\ · ·MANEUVER SC TO REDUCE MCA 
,· 
(, 







• VJ7 E OC£ 




• V40 N20 E 
• RESET PB - PRESS 
• REALIGN IMU IPSI, ETCI 
CAT. NO. 253-201 
0 
""· 
IMU IN COARSE ALIGN ANO MUST BE REALIGNED TO 
A NEW INERTIAL REF!:RENO: 
.-
EB 
140 W EST 51 STREET. NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10020 
TRACKER 
YELLOW 
~. : OSKY REC 
;: ' ~ AND NO 
Affil.lPT RESIT 
R[SCT PB - PRESS 
TRACKER LIGHT OUT? 
YES 
CONTI NU[ NORMAL 
OPERATION 
w..: ,, ·, cnoN 1--...;.---..i-~--1 
u ,:, ,. ~. " ~ 




TRACKER LIGHT ON BOTH DSKY . 
-- ..... 
TRACKER RELAY FAILED 
ON AFFECTED DSKY 
in NHI l~'<O~·.J./'.._ __ 
1 
JOC RI 7 
O,Z, 4,0R 61~ / 
- y~ 
ZERO OPTICS 
OPTICS MODE-ZERO 115 SEC! 
RESET PB - PRESS 
TRACKER LIGHT OUT? 
YES 
OPTICS MODE - MAN 




.. 9, CMC REGISTER CHECK 
IL 
• VOi NJO E 
JOE 
YES 
OPTICS MODE - CMC 
V41 N92 E 
LOAD 8.4° SHAFT ANO 
4.4P TRUN ANGLE5 
Vl6 N91 E 







LAL NO. 253-201 
0 LIGHTSIGNIFICANTONlY DURING OPTICS USE 
0 TRACK[R ·ABNORMAL INDICATIONS AVAILABLE F~OM 
UNAFFECTED DSKY ONLY 
0 All TRACKER ABNORMAL INDICATION LOST 
© TRANSIENT ABNORMAL CONDITION 
© SHOULD BE INOICllTEO BY ADDITIONAL LIGHTS 
© USE ALTERNATE IMU ALIGNMENT PROGRAM 




; G.I ~1 
,=:,.. __ .J 
GE!\JEAA L ANI LI NE & FII.M CCJ"POAATION 





DISPLAY ALARM CODE 
c VCh N()Q E llf ~'ECESSARYI 
o RECORD ALARM CODE 
R 1. R2. R3 All ZEROS? 
PROGRAM ALARM 
Affi;\IPT RESET 
• RESET PA- PRESS 
RESTART LIGHT OUT? 
YES 
ARE All DSKY REGISTERS 
BLANK? 
~ 







o RE SET PB - PRESS 
• PERFORM PROCEDURE FOR 
DISPLAYE D ALARM 
2 COMPARE DSKY S 
RESTAR~ LIGHT ON BOTH DSKYS 
NO 
RESTART RELAY FAILED 
ON AFFECTED DSKY 





PROG LIGHT ON BOTH DSKYS > 
YES 
PtZC/6 v'IIM-l•tJC. ~ 
-CMG-1.l.Gw:..o.!a-
!NO 
,] I AffiMPT FRESH START 
. 0 V3/£. 
• RESET PS · PRESS 
RESTART LT OUT 7 
NO 
11 j ATTEMPi FRESH START · 
OS IMUlTANEOUSLY 
PUSH RESET - MK REJECT 
RESTART LT OUT ? 
YES 
PR OG ALARM RELAY FAILED 










CAT. NO. 253-201 
0 PR OGR AM ALARMS ARE Of THREE CV.SSES, 
• MAI N ALARM - ALARM CODE DISf>tAYEO. PROGR AM 
HAUS AWAITI NG CREW ACTION 
• SIDE ALARM - ALARM CODE NOT DISPlAYED. 
PROGRAM CONTINUES 
• RESTART ALARM - ALARM CODE NOT DISP\AYEO. 
PROGRAM EXECUTES A RESTART 
ICMC CAN STORE MULTIPLE ALARMS. FIRST ALARM 
AP P!:ARS IN Rl: SECOND IN R2: LAST IN R3. A 4 IN 
A OF R3 INDICATES MORE THAN THREE ALARMS I 
0 PROG ALARM INOICATIOl'iS AVAILABLE FROM OTHER OSKY 
0 All PROGRAM AlAAM INDICATIONS LAST 
0 All CMC FUNCTIONS LAST 
0 TRANSIENT ABNORMAL CONDITIONS 
0 RESTART INDICATION AVAILABLE FROM UNAFFECTED 
DSKY 
0 RECURRING RESTARTS AT RATES INSUFflCIENT TO 
TRIP CMC bl. 
<D RESTARTS AF A RATE HIGHER- THA'Q PPS WILL 
TRIG~ E CMC LT. RESTARTS ~ ~ATE HI GHER 
THAN 0.6 P5 WILL SUSTAIN.THE CMC LT, 
- . . 
. Ci) 
·-----------· 
_Ll • V37E 00 E 0 " 
CMC • V25 NOl E 
SELF TIST 1365[ 2.1 E, E, E, 





• V21 N27 E 
10 E 
~ KEY RELEASE 
R2> 5? 
• IPROC LIGHT ONI 
lYES 
3) J.Q.J 6 I · SHOW BANKSOM OK 
CMC CHECKS OK 
• V37E IXf 
• V91 [' 
FL VD5 NOi 
RECORD 
l 
Rl • (NUMBER OF CELLS) 
R2 • I BANK NUMBER I 
111 TIRM I NA TI SELF TIST , ' 
• V21 N27 E ' 
0£ 








2.J • RECORD © ~-vol •;QlE w 
Rl - IERCOUNTI 1374 E 
R2 - ISCOUNTI • RECORD 
R3 - ISCOUNT + 11 RI - ISKEEP 41 
• VD5 NO'IE ~ • ENTR VER I FY ALARM 01102 o 1377 E 
eVD5N08E • RECORD 
RECORD Rl - ISKEEP 71 
RI - IALM CADRI • TRANSMIT TO MSFN 
ALMCADR 
SCOUNT? SKEEP 4 
' ' SKEEP 7 
• TIRMINATI USE OF CMC 
~ . <D 
00004 00001 OR 00002 • TRANSMIT ALMCAOR TO MSFN 
• NOTI - IF SCOUNT IS: 
00001·- CMC SUSPECT ,, 
00002 - CMC UNUSABLE 
! 
w ~ 
RI ANO R2 SAIi<.? .:ill_. 
• PRO ,. ..-. 
• REP£AT STIP 7 UNTIL R2 IS , 
43, THEN TIRMINATI IV34D 
INO 
.!..l'! TRANSMIT BANK 
NUMBER IR21 TO MSFN 
· • PRO -
• REPEAT STIP 7 UNTIL 
R2 IS 43, THEN 
TIRMINATI IV34!:I 
. 
0 IF CMC LIGHT IS ON PROCHDING BEYOND THIS POINT 
IS A CREW OPTION 
0 PROBLEM IS IN ERASABLE MEMORY 
0 PRO Bl.EM IS CMC CONTROL PROBLEM ICIX',Oll OR 
SPECIAL REGISTIR OR CENTRAL PROCESSOR PROBllf,I 
1000021 
, © PROBLEM IS IN FIRED MEMORY 
. 0 R2 • 00001 FOR 35-~ MSEC 
· R2 • 00002 FOR - 20 SEC 
R2 • 00003 FOR - > 7 SEC 
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Mr. J. R. Potts 
NASA/RASPO at MIT /IL 
GN.CS Malfunction Diagrams for SC 101 
DG Memo No. 947 
The attached DG Memo No. 947 contains preliminary GNCS malfunction 
diagrams for SC 101. These diagrams fulfill the requirements for 
AOH Vol. II for SC 101 requested in Part I of MCS TWX £'.F22-T32-67-3.92 
dated 21 August 1967. Malfunction diagrams for SC 103 are in preparation. 
:hm 
cc: W. Schmidt 
L. Larson 
R. Ridnour, NASA/RASPO 
MIT /IL at NAA/S&ID 
MIT /IL at GAEC 
MIT /IL at MSC 
MIT /IL at KSC 
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MIT Instrumentation Laboratory 
DG MEMO NO. 947 
. R. A. Larson 
W. W. Schmidt 
30 August 196 7 
SUBJECT: GNCS Malfunction Procedures 
REFERENCES: 
1. Telecon from R. Larson to C. Thomas of 
Manned Spacecraft Center, 8 / 7 / 6 7. 
2. MSC TWX I F22-T32-67-392, 8/22/67. 
The attached diagrams are a preliminary copy of the GNCS 
malfunction procedures for SC 101. The procedures are required to 
support development of the Command and Service Module Apollo 
Operations Handbook, in accordance with documents referenced above. 
1' 
L 
' -DG Memo No '· -, I 
SYMPTOM PROC(DURE RCMA RK~ 
1JC:Ji ~ \NO IS SIC UN0£R CNCS COIHROL 7 
RED rES 
.. 
LIGHT[D IN STANDBY _:JSWITCH ~ DOES CMC LI GHT TO SCS REMA IN LIGHTED YES AND OP!'RATE MODES BY, - l >S SECIOR PRIME POl'IER FAILURE oTC·CW OR RELI GHT 
OR SCAUR FAILURE •SC CONT· SCS REPEATEDLY? 
LIGHTED FOR S SEC NO 
IN STANDBY OR OP(RATE 
MODES BY REP!'ATED 
I> 0. 9 PPSI ISSUANCE OF, 
COUNTER FAILURE 
PISPCNS F- s l~;f =,. OR DOUBU FREQUENCY WHEN TIME SCALER FAILURE LIGHTED? 
PERM IT S AN D 
LIGHITO FORS SEC 
~· 
MSFN IS 
ONLY IN OP!'RATE AVAIIJ,BU 
6 
1scMC 1N IYES 
MOOE BY REPEATED 
I> 0. 9 PPS! RESTARTS. •V21N27E 
RESTART IS CAUSED BY, •CXX>lCf STANDBY I 
RUPT LOCK, MSFN REPORTS NO MOOE? 
TC TRAP, CMC OK7 NO OSCILIJ,TOR FAIL. 
YES PARITY FAIL. 
lllGHTWATCH MAN, .· 
1 IWJi1ftJE OR VOLTAGE FAI L 
•VJ4E LIGHT f-OR I SEC ONLY •V17EOC£ 
IN STANOSY MOOE BY PROGRAM REPEATED I> 0.9 PPS) TERMINATED NO 
9 0 ISSUANCE Of VOLTAGE AND POD CMC NOT MCTIONAI. FAILIFAILURE Of ENTERED? +2!V, + 14V, or +I.V FES 
' POIVER SUPPLIES!. s [~Y,,fOWtN 9 ~ 
•VJ7E06[ "HAsPRIME NO CMC . 1-- 1-
•ENTR POWER FAILURE 
•PRO TO CMC FAIU07 
!YES 











2 ie:J/ I j IS GIMBAL NO 2j NO LOCK LIGHT IS SIC UNDER ON 7 CNCS CONTROL 7 
9 0 RED ~ 
rES 
IMU NOT FUNCTIONAi. 
LI GHTED BY, 
PIP.I FAIL DURING 
l j ~t~lfsH 'l~VEROO.VN ~ THRUSTING 
!MU FAIL, OR 
•TC· c:11 i--- oVJ7(06[ ISS ICOU FAIL 
OR or.IN POW!R, IMU FAILURE 
PIPA FAIL IF, oSC CONT· SCS •OFF 
NO PIPA P\ILSES ~ENTR 
FOR JIU a SEC, iof>RO 
60TH • ANO-PULSES, 
OR A LONG TIME -
ll.2ll10l.84SECI 
WITHOUT AT UAST 
ONE• ANO ONE 
• PULSE. 
IMU FAIL IF, 
/.JlY GIMBAL SERVO 
ERROR> 2. 9 MIU!· 
RADIANS FOR 2 SEC 
OR MORE, LOSS 
Of 3200 CPS Pl'IR. 
GR LOSS Of GYRO 
WHEEL PWR. 
IC OU FAIL If, 
FINE ERROR >1.0VRMS. 
COARSE ERROR >' 
2.5VRMS, Rf.AO 
COUNTER LIMIT 
CYCU > 160 CPS. 
cost e-,1<2.ov, 
OR• 14V PWR 
SUP FAILURE .. 
( Ji 1 .. 
D( 
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